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Urban thermal anisotropy (UTA) drastically impacts satellite-derived urban surface temperatures and
fluxes, and consequently makes it difficult to gain a more comprehensive understanding of global urban
climates. However, UTA patterns and associated biases in observed urban climate variables have not been
investigated across an adequate number of global cities with diverse contexts; nor is it known whether
there are globally measurable factors that are closely related to the UTA intensity (UTAI, quantified as the
maximum difference between the nadir and off-nadir urban thermal radiation). Here we investigate the
UTAI over more than 5500 cities worldwide using multi-angle land surface temperature (LST) observa-
tions from 2003 to 2021 provided by Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). The
results show that the global mean UTAI can reach 5.1, 2.7, 2.4, and 1.7 K during summer daytime, winter
daytime, summer nighttime, and winter nighttime, respectively. Using nadir LST observations as a refer-
ence, our analysis reveals that UTA can lead to an underestimation of satellite-based urban surface sen-
sible heat fluxes (H) by 45.4% and surface urban heat island intensity (Is) by 43.0% when using LST
observations obtained from sensor viewing zenith angles (VZAs) of ±60�. Practitioners can limit the biases
of H and Is within ±10% by using LSTs from sensor VZAs within ±30�. We also find that UTAI is closely
related to urban impervious surface percentage and surface air temperature across global cities. These
findings have implications for angular normalization of satellite-retrieved instantaneous LST observa-
tions across cities worldwide.

� 2023 Science China Press. Published by Elsevier B.V. and Science China Press. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

An in-depth understanding of urban climates across global
cities is critical for designing appropriate adaptation strategies to
address urban-scale climate impacts [1–4]. Traditional urban cli-
mate studies mostly rely on in-situ measurements obtained from
weather stations sparsely distributed within cities [5,6]. These
sparsely distributed urban measurement networks, nevertheless,
are usually unable to provide adequate spatial details of complex
and highly heterogeneous urban environments [7], especially
across global cities. Satellite thermal remote sensing can provide
spatially consistent observations over large scales [8–10] and has
been extensively used in urban climate studies (especially for
urban surface energy budget and surface urban heat island, SUHI)
in the last two decades [11–15]. However, cities are characterized
by notable urban thermal anisotropy (UTA) [16], a common phe-
nomenon in which the thermal emissions of urban surfaces are
directionally dependent (Fig. 1). The UTA intensity (UTAI), defined
as the difference between maximum and minimum thermal radia-
tion or the maximum difference between nadir and off-nadir ther-
mal radiation, can reach 10.0 K or more over typical urban surfaces
[17]. The UTA substantially distorts satellite-based analyses of
urban climates [18] and severely limits the in-depth understanding
of global urban climates as well as the design of appropriate urban
climate adaptation strategies [19,20].

To better understand UTA, its associated impacts, and relevant
factors, studies have employed various strategies (e.g., computer
sensed
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Fig. 1. Illustration of urban thermal anisotropy (UTA). The angle (�) denotes the sensor viewing zenith angle (VZA), with positive and negative values representing
observations from the east and west directions, respectively. The temperature (K) signifies the satellite-derived land surface temperature (LST) for a certain sensor VZA. The
sunlit urban components (yellow color) usually possess higher LSTs while the shaded (grey color) typically have relatively lower ones.
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simulations and airborne and spaceborne observations) to examine
the UTA, mostly over a few selected cities [18,21–25]. These previ-
ous studies all confirm that the UTAI is usually higher during the
day than at night [18,26], while seasonal UTAI variations are still
under debate—some findings suggest a stronger UTAI in summer
than in winter [25,27], yet others indicate a larger UTAI in winter
[22]. The UTA can notably bias the estimation of urban climate
variables. For example, the UTA-induced bias in surface longwave
radiation flux of Sapporo and Tokyo in Japan can reach 8% [23];
the UTA-induced bias in surface sensible heat flux was found to
be up to 15%–40% concluded from a low-rise industrial area of Van-
couver, Canada [24]; and the bias in SUHI intensity can account for
25%–50% of the overall observed SUHI intensity of New York and
Chicago in the United States [18]. In terms of the UTA-related fac-
tors, the UTAI has been shown to be regulated by urban geometry,
sun-surface-sensor geometric configuration, surface thermal prop-
erties, and background climate (or weather) conditions [25,28,29].

Although significant progress has been made, most previous
approaches for identifying UTA often require detailed surface or
atmospheric information and they are very difficult to be extended
to a large scale. A recent study has overcome the necessity of prox-
imate water body references required in previous literatures, but it
is also limited to a relatively small number of cities worldwide
[25]. Therefore, the UTA pattern across an adequate number of glo-
bal cities with diverse contexts and its induced biases in urban cli-
mate variables remain largely unknown. In addition, it remains
unclear whether there are globally acquirable factors that are clo-
sely related to UTAI and can be used for UTA correction. Here we
aim to answer the following three questions related to global
UTA: (1) what are the spatiotemporal UTA patterns across global
cities? (2) How does UTA affect the remotely sensed estimates of
2

global urban surface energy fluxes and SUHI intensity? (3) How
are the global UTAI related to the commonly used surface and
atmospheric variables? To address these issues, we combine all
multi-angle MODIS LST observations (2003–2021) with the Google
cloud computing platform and examine the spatiotemporal UTA
patterns over more than 5500 cities worldwide. We further inves-
tigate the UTA-induced biases in the estimation of several key
urban surface energy flux components and SUHI intensity (i.e.,
added warmth of urban surfaces relative to rural surroundings).
We finally analyze the relationships between the UTAI and several
factors that strongly regulate the UTAI and are easily acquirable on
a global scale. Our results provide a deeper fundamental under-
standing of global UTA and can promote the remote sensing of glo-
bal urban climates.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study area and data

We chose a total of 5586 cities (each with an urban area larger
than 10 km2 in the year 2000) worldwide (Fig. S1 online). We
employed MODIS products, a reanalysis dataset, and other auxil-
iary data to assist analysis. The MODIS products include daily LST
(MYD11A1 and MOD11A1 V6 products; with a spatial resolution
of 1 km; [30]), yearly land cover type (MCD12Q1 V6 product;
500 m; [31]), and 16-day composite enhanced vegetation index
(EVI; MOD13A2 V6 product; 1 km; [32]). The ERA5-land reanalysis
dataset (11 km; [33]) used here provides hourly surface air tem-
perature (SAT) and downward shortwave radiation (RAD). Auxil-
iary data include global urban boundary (GUB; [34]), global
impervious surface percentage (ISP; 38 m; [35]), and building
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height information for Europe, the United States, and China (1 km;
[36]). More descriptions on the study area and data usage are pro-
vided in Note S1 (online).

2.2. Calculation and investigation of UTAI across global cities

We developed a systematic approach to quantify the UTAI
across global cities. This approach involves four steps, including
the selection of clear-sky pixels, the division of MODIS sensor
VZA groups, the calculation of LST for each VZA group, and the
depiction of UTA curve (see Note S2 online). We then calculated
the UTAI as the maximum difference between the nadir and off-
nadir LSTs [17,25]. We acknowledge that the threshold setting in
the UTAI calculation may bias the UTAI quantification, and that
the inclusion of LST observations over a relatively long period
(18 years) may also distort the results due to urbanization-
induced land cover changes. We therefore performed a sensitivity
analysis to demonstrate the low sensitivity of our results to the
threshold setting (see Note S2 online). Besides, the global UTAI
quantification may also be biased by several potential uncertain-
ties induced by daily weather variations and residual atmospheric
effects that impact the MODIS LST products. We therefore further
discussed these two possible uncertainties and compared our
results with those quantified by Ref. [18] in New York and Chicago,
and with those quantified by Ref. [25] in 25 global cities to test the
robustness of our proposed approach (see Note S3 online). Note
that this study did not consider the impacts from topography on
global UTAI quantification, mainly due to the relatively small ele-
vation variation within most cities (Fig. S2a online). However, to
demonstrate the robustness of our results, we further calculated
the UTAI across global cities using only pixels with elevations
within ±50 m of the median elevation of urban pixels (Fig. S2b
online).

We separated our global UTAI analysis by climate zones and lat-
itudes, and examined diurnal and seasonal variations to contextu-
alize these results within corresponding patterns seen for urban
climate using satellite-derived LST [8]. For cities in the Northern
Hemisphere, we defined summer as June to August and winter as
December to February, and vice versa for cities in the Southern
Hemisphere. Due to the different LST missing rates in different sea-
sons, the chosen cities may be inconsistent at different observation
times (Table S1 online; the relative representation of cities across
various continents was provided in Fig. S3 online). However, these
slight inconsistencies of city number among different observation
times should not invalidate the main findings due to the relatively
large sample size (mostly greater than 4000 cities) [37] as well as
the relatively uniform distribution of the available cities world-
wide (Fig. S4 online).

2.3. Quantification of UTA-induced biases in typical urban climate
variables across global cities

Satellite thermal remote sensing serves as the only plausible
means to estimate, at the global scale, a series of urban climate
variables including the urban surface energy fluxes (i.e., surface-
emitted longwave radiation, sensible heat flux, latent heat flux,
and Bowen ratio, termed E, H, LE, and BR, respectively) and the
SUHI intensity (termed Is) [6,8,9]. The notable UTA can drastically
distort the estimation of these urban climate variables. We inves-
tigated the UTA-induced biases in the estimates of these variables
across global cities. Specifically, we took the values calculated
based on the nadir LST observations as references and quantified
the bias for each sensor VZA as the difference from this reference
nadir estimate. We further calculated the UTA-induced biases in
percentages as the ratio of the bias to the reference value. For
the Is calculation, we delineated the rural surroundings as the ring
3

areas between the 10- and 50-km buffer zones outside the corre-
sponding urban areas (Fig. S5 online; [38]). The pixels beyond
±50 m of the median elevation of each city and those identified
as ‘‘urban and built-up” according to the land cover type products
were further disregarded to delineate the rural surfaces more rea-
sonably. We calculated the Is for a certain sensor VZA as the mean
LST difference between all available urban and rural pixels [18].
The calculations of the percentage biases in E, LE, H, BR, and Is
are detailed in Note S4 (online).
2.4. Examination of relationships between UTAI and several globally
available surface and atmospheric factors

The city-scale UTAI has been shown to be strongly regulated by
urban form such as aspect ratio and weather conditions such as
RAD and SAT [18,25,26,29,39,40]. However, aspect ratio informa-
tion is extremely difficult to obtain for thousands of cities world-
wide. In contrast, urban ISP is globally available [41] and is also
highly correlated with aspect ratio [18]. We therefore mainly chose
ISP to analyze the relationships between UTAI and urban form
across global cities. For each city, we divided its urban surfaces into
10 categories according to the ISP values, and investigated the UTAI
variations with ISP. Cities with ISP values greater than 80% at the 1-
km scale are relatively limited in number and unevenly distributed
around the world. We therefore did not include the ISP category of
>80% in the analysis. We further analyzed the relationships
between UTAI and EVI across global cities, mainly because of the
high negative correlation between EVI and ISP [42]. We also exam-
ined the relationships between UTAI and building height, but only
in regions where these data were available, i.e., Europe, the United
States, and China.

We further analyzed the relationships between UTAI and two
atmospheric indicators, namely SAT and RAD across global cities
(Fig. S6 online). Since the analyses between UTAI and both SAT
and RAD are similar, we describe the procedures for SAT only. Con-
sidering that SATs in neighboring cities within the same climate
zone are usually close [33], we first divided the global cities into
244 urban agglomerations by each 15��15� grid and climate zone.
For each urban agglomeration, we first converted the reanalysis
SAT products, which are in coordinated universal time (UTC), to
local solar time according to the located time zone of the urban
agglomeration to match the MODIS LST products. We then calcu-
lated the mean SAT over a 5-h period around the satellite transit
times and classified the SATs into 20 groups in ascending order
within each season, with each SAT group representing different
weather conditions. We further extracted the LST observations
under each SAT condition by matching the dates (i.e., year-
month-day) of SAT and LST, obtaining a total of 20 LST groups.
We then calculated the UTAI using all LST groups for each urban
agglomeration and analyzed the relationships between UTAI and
SAT across global cities. Here we employed the mean SAT over a
5-h period around the satellite transit times (e.g., the SAT averaged
between 10:00 am and 15:00 pm local solar time was used for the
Aqua-based daytime UTAI analysis), mainly because satellite tran-
sit times for the same area can vary by about 2 h on different days
(Fig. S7 online). Besides, weather conditions during several hours
before the satellite transit could also strongly modulate the UTAI
due to the influence of thermal inertia [26], we therefore also
included the RAD of 2 h before the satellite transit times. Similarly,
the SAT category without an adequate number of cities would not
be considered. To better characterize the relationships between
UTAI and both the surface and atmospheric factors, we further
examined the UTAI variations along with both ISP and SAT over
global cities.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Spatiotemporal UTA pattern across global cities

We quantified the UTAI using all available MODIS LST observa-
tions between 2003 and 2021 and analyzed the spatiotemporal
UTA patterns over more than 5500 cities worldwide. The results
confirm that cities worldwide are characterized by strong UTA,
and the UTA curve demonstrates a notable hotspot effect (Fig. 2).
Around 10:30 local solar time (transit time of the Terra satellite)
when the sun is on the eastern side, the zenith angle of the hotspot
ranges between +5� and +15� (with the eastern direction defined as
positive; Fig. 2c). Similarly, the hotspot is oriented towards the sun
(i.e., west) around 13:30 (transit time of the Aqua satellite; Fig. 2c).

Across global cities, the maximum difference between the nadir
and off-nadir LST differences (i.e., the UTAI) exhibits a high diurnal
variation (Fig. 2d and Fig. S4 online). The UTAI during the day is
Fig. 2. Spatiotemporal UTA pattern across global cities. The city-by-city UTAI at around
these two times within a diurnal cycle (c); the diurnal and seasonal UTAI variations acr
across different climate zones (f).
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approximately twice as high as that at night. The global mean day-
time UTAI are 3.7 K (i.e., averaged for summer and winter, and sim-
ilarly below) and 4.2 K around 10:30 and 13:30, respectively, while
the global mean nighttime UTAI are only 2.2 and 1.9 K for 22:30 and
01:30, respectively (Fig. 2d). Strong solar radiation during the day-
time; and consequently the larger LST differences among urban
facets contribute to such a day-night UTAI contrast [17]. The global
UTAI is also characterized by evident seasonal variations (Fig. 2d;
Figs. S4 and S8 online). The largest global UTAI occurs in summer
during both daytime and nighttime, followed by spring and
autumn; and the global UTAI reaches its minimum in winter
(Fig. S8 online). The summertime UTAI (3.7 K, averaged for daytime
and nighttime, and similarly below) is about 1.6 times larger than
the wintertime one (2.3 K). In a portion of the mid- or high-
latitude cities in the northern hemisphere, however, the daytime
UTAI is larger inwinter than in summer (Fig. S4a–d online). By refer-
ring to previous case studies based onmodel simulations [22,43,44],
�10:30 (a) and 13:30 (b) during summer daytime; the global mean UTA curve for
oss global cities (d); and the UTAI averaged for cities at different latitudes (e) and



Fig. 3. UTA-induced biases in remotely sensed estimations of urban surface energy fluxes and SUHI intensity during summer daytime across global cities. UTA-induced biases
in surface-emitted radiation flux (E) (a), sensible heat flux (H) (b), latent heat flux (LE) (c), Bowen ratio (BR) (d), and SUHI intensity (Is) (e).
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we speculate that the significantly larger winter UTAI over this
region may be due to the combined effects of solar radiation, sun
position, urban geometry (e.g., building orientation), and LST retrie-
val procedures. However, future endeavors are still needed to fur-
ther unravel the underlying mechanism of this phenomenon
through a combination of model simulations and exploration of
the intrinsic retrieval processes of MODIS LSTs. Note that our quan-
tified UTAI values are slightly larger than those reported in Ref. [25]
across 25 global cities during both summer and winter (Fig. S9
online). The patterns of UTA curves are in good agreements with
Ref. [25] during summer; however, a distinct difference is observed
duringwinter. These disparities in themagnitudes and curves could
be largely attributed to the different methods used to eliminate
daily weather variabilities in each study (refer to Note S3 online).
Additionally, we speculate that the small UTAI magnitude and poor
quality of LST observations duringwintermay also introduce poten-
tial uncertainties into UTAI quantification, leading to the notable
differences between these two studies for wintertime.

The UTAI also varies with latitude (Fig. 2e and Fig. S10 online).
In the morning (i.e., �10:30), the mean UTAI for mid- and high-
latitude cities is considerably larger than that for low-latitude
cities, characterized by a latitudinal variation of 3.0 K (Fig. 2a, e).
By contrast, the latitudinal UTAI variation is less pronounced in
the afternoon (i.e., �13:30; Fig. 2b, e). The UTAI also differs by cli-
mate zone (Fig. 2f). The UTAI rarely changes along with climate
zone in the morning. In the afternoon, however, the maximum
UTAI occurs in equatorial climate (6.0 K), followed by warm cli-
mate (5.6 K) and snow climate (5.3 K). The smallest UTAI occurs
in arid zone (4.9 K). Such regional discrepancies could be associ-
ated with the differences in urban form and the relative sun-
sensor position [29].

3.2. UTA-induced biases in remotely sensed urban climate variables
across global cities

We quantified the UTA-induced biases in satellite-retrieved
urban climate variables for summer daytime across global cities,
5

using nadir LST observations as references. The results show
that urban surface fluxes can be substantially underestimated
when using satellite-derived LSTs obtained at a specific zenith
angle (Fig. 3). The UTA-induced bias in surface-emitted long-
wave radiation (E) ranges from �6.1% to 0.2% (Fig. 3a). The
biases in urban sensible heat flux (H), latent heat flux (LE),
and Bowen-ratio (BR) are considerably larger—the bias in H
ranges from �45.4% to 1.4% (Fig. 3b), that in LE ranges from
�34.0% to 1.2% (Fig. 3c), and that in BR ranges from �17.5%
to 0.2% (Fig. 3d). To quantify the UTA-induced bias in SUHI
intensity (Is), we also quantified the thermal anisotropy of the
rural surroundings of global cities. Our results show that the
global mean thermal anisotropy intensity of the rural surround-
ings can reach 3.9 K during summer daytime (Fig. S11 online;
averaged for Aqua- and Terra-based results). This means that
the absolute values of urban temperature, which are often more
relevant for practical purposes [45], can suffer from much larger
thermal anisotropy-induced biases compared to their rural sur-
roundings (i.e., 5.1 K versus 3.9 K; Fig. S11 online). The under-
standably weaker intensity over rural surroundings when
compared with that of global urban surfaces may be due to
the lower heterogeneity of rural surfaces. This suggests that
the possible thermal anisotropy induced bias in Is is approxi-
mately 1.2 K (i.e., 5.1 K minus 3.9 K). Although this value is
not large and the thermal anisotropy effect can be largely offset
by subtracting urban and rural LSTs, it can produce a relatively
large bias in Is (�43.0%–2.4%; Fig. 3e), since the global mean Is
during summer daytime is only 2.8 K (Fig. S11 online). More
importantly, thermal anisotropy-induced biases in Is can be
greater than 50% in approximately 39% of global cities (Fig. 4).
From a climatic perspective, thermal anisotropy generally under-
estimates the Is in equatorial, warm, and snow climate zones,
while it can lead to an overestimation of Is in arid climate zone
(Fig. S12 online). This difference between climate zones is par-
ticularly pronounced in North American cities, where UTA can
significantly overestimate the Is of dry cities and underestimate
the Is of humid cities (Fig. 4 and Fig. S13 online).



Fig. 4. Thermal anisotropy-induced biases in SUHI intensity (also termed Is) across global cities during summer daytime for Terra (a) and Aqua (b).
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3.3. Relationships between UTAI and globally acquirable surface and
atmospheric factors

We further investigated the statistical relationships between
the global UTAI and three globally acquirable surface factors,
namely urban ISP, EVI, and building height, and two atmospheric
factors, namely SAT and RAD. The analysis shows that the UTAI
generally increases with urban ISP across global cities (Fig. 5a–c
and Fig. S14 online). Specifically, the global mean UTAI increases
from 4.3 K over low density urban surfaces (0 < ISP < 10%) to
5.5 K over highly urbanized surfaces (70% < ISP < 80%). Urban sur-
faces with high ISP are usually close to the city core and tend to
possess larger aspect ratios, which can result in a larger LST differ-
ence among urban surface components and therefore a greater
UTAI [18,29]. Across global cities, the UTAI first increases and then
decreases with urban EVI, with the EVI inflection point occurring at
0.13 (Fig. 6a–c). The first increase in UTAI with EVI may be due to
that tree canopies are typically taller than buildings over low EVI
surfaces, creating a larger proportion of cool surfaces by casting
more shadows and thereby enhancing UTAI [44]. Further investiga-
tion reveals that the UTAI also increases with urban building
height, but in a nonlinear fashion. The UTAI increases steadily from
4.7 to 5.2 K when building height rises from 3 to 11 m, while it
grows by less than 0.1 K when building height rises from 11 to
23 m (Fig. 6d–f). These findings are in good agreements with
model-based results [29]. The shaded surfaces visible to the sensor
6

would not increase much beyond a certain point as the buildings
get taller due to occlusion effect, which may contribute to a rela-
tively constant LST difference among urban facets and thus a stable
UTAI.

Across global cities, the UTAI generally increases with SAT
(Fig. 5d–f). Around 10:30, the UTAI increases from 4.3 to 5.6 K
when SAT increases from 16 to 30 �C. Around 13:30, the UTAI first
increases when SAT rises from 17 to 29 �C and then decreases
slightly when SAT grows from 29 to 34 �C. The systematic UTAI dif-
ference between equatorial and other climate zones may con-
tribute to the relatively high UTAI at 29 �C (Fig. S14d online).
Consistent with previous modeling results [26,29], our analysis
does confirm that the UTAI is positively correlated with RAD, yet
we find that the UTAI variation along with RAD is much smaller
than that with SAT on a global scale (Fig. S6 online). We speculate
that the slightly weaker correlation between global UTAI and RAD
may be associated with the inherent limitations in the used RAD
product. These results reveal that ISP and SAT may act as surro-
gates for more direct controls of UTAI on a global scale, yet
model-based simulations remain necessary to further verify these
findings. We further analyzed the UTAI variations jointly regulated
by ISP and SAT. The assessments imply a significant relationship
between the UTAI and the two factors including ISP and SAT
(Fig. 5g, h). These relationships can help assist the angular normal-
ization of satellite-derived urban LSTs obtained at off-nadir angles
(see Section 3.4).



Fig. 5. Statistical relationships between the UTAI and several factors across global cities. The UTAI variations along with impervious surface percentage (ISP) (a) and surface
air temperature (SAT) (d), the UTA curves with different ISPs for Terra day (b) and Aqua day (c) and with different SATs for Terra day (e) and Aqua day (f), and the UTAI
variations jointly regulated by ISP and SAT for Terra day (g) and Aqua day (h).
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3.4. Implications

By employing almost all available MODIS multi-angular LST
observations, this study provides a first evaluation of UTA patterns
across thousands of global cities with diverse contexts. Despite the
potential UTAI underestimation due to our processing procedures
(refer to Note S3 online), the results demonstrate that cities world-
wide are characterized by notable UTA, especially during summer
daytime (Fig. 2). We further show that UTA can substantially bias
the estimates of satellite-retrieved urban climate variables, espe-
7

cially for urban surface sensible heat fluxes and surface urban heat
island intensity (Fig. 3). However, practitioners can limit these
biases within ±10% by using LSTs from sensor VZAs within ±30�.

Our results reveal that the global UTAI is highly associated with
urban ISP and SAT (Fig. 5). This suggests the possibility of an
empirical correction of instantaneous MODIS LSTs obtained from
off-nadir angles to nadir across global cities. For instance, we can
first construct the statistical relationships between LST corrections
(i.e., the difference between off-nadir and nadir LST observations)
and sensor VZA, ISP, and SAT at the global scale. For the practical



Fig. 6. Statistical relationships between the UTAI and several surface factors. The UTAI variations under different enhanced vegetation index (EVI; a) and building heights (d);
and the UTA curves along with different EVIs for Terra day (b) and Aqua day (c) and with different building heights for Terra day (e) and Aqua day (f).
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correction of slant LSTs for a specific city, the globally obtained sta-
tistical coefficients could then be adjusted by comparing the global
mean UTAI and that of the specific city. These city-specific statisti-
cal coefficients can subsequently be applied toward the practical
angular normalization of urban LST. Similarly, off-nadir urban
LST can be normalized further to any other angle. By further incor-
porating the relationships between directional temperatures and
hemispherical (or complete) temperatures, or other additional
information from model simulations, it may be possible to obtain
the hemispherical and even the complete urban LST that can better
depict urban land surface–atmosphere interactions [46,47], or
obtain the ‘‘incomplete” urban LSTs that are more relevant to prac-
tical applications such as human thermal comfort and building
energy use [48]. We however need to emphasize that this study
only investigates the UTA variations under different sensor VZAs
by averaging all cases for solar zenith and azimuth angles. Future
endeavors should further disentangle the multidimensional pat-
terns of UTAI under different solar zenith angles, solar azimuth
angles, sensor VZAs, and sensor azimuth angles within the entire
hemisphere.
8
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